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The forward scattering of acoustic signals off of shoaling surface gravity waves in the surf zone
results in a time-varying channel impulse response that is characterized by intense, rapidly
fluctuating arrivals. In some cases, the acoustic focusing by the curvature of the wave crest results
in the formation of caustics at or near a receiver location. This focusing and the resulting caustics
present challenges to the reliable operation of phase coherent underwater acoustic communications
systems that must implicitly or explicitly track the fluctuations in the impulse response. The
propagation physics leading to focusing are studied with both experimental data and a propagation
model using surface wave profiles measured during the collection of the experimental data. The
deterministic experimental and modeled data show good agreement and demonstrate the stages of
the focusing event and the impact of the high intensity arrivals and rapid fluctuations on the ability
of an algorithm to accurately estimate the impulse response. The statistical characterization of
experimental data shows that the focusing by surface gravity waves results in focused surface
reflected arrivals whose intensity often exceeds that of the direct arrival and the focusing and caustic
formation adversely impacts the performance of an impulse response estimation algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The surf zone presents a challenging physical environment for underwater acoustic communications systems. This
range dependent and highly reverberant environment is complicated by acoustic scattering from the shoaling gravity
wave field and attenuation of acoustic signals by dense
plumes of bubbles. The surface wave field can cause significant fluctuations in the delay of surface scattered signals, the
breaking surf injects dense plumes of bubbles in the water
column resulting in highly variable scattering and attenuation
of propagating signals, and wave front focusing of surface
reflected signals results in the formation of transient caustics.
Prior work has examined characteristics of sonar performance in the surf zone environment' and the influence of
2
bubble clouds on acoustic propagation. While all of the
above listed acoustic effects impact the performance of
acoustic communications systems, this paper will analyze the
characteristics of surface wave focusing and transient caustics and their potential impact on phase coherent underwater
acoustic communications systems.
Wave front focusing caused by acoustic reflections from
shoaling surface waves is a significant propagation phenomena in the near-shore environment (see, for example, Ref. 3
for a treatment of caustics and deterministic surface scattering). As will be shown in this paper, the caustics resulting
from this focusing often have amplitudes much greater than
those of the direct arrival, occur at delays much greater than
those of the direct arrival, are highly transient in nature often
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 116(4), Pt. 1, October 2004

appearing and disappearing within a few hundred milliseconds, and may exhibit abrupt phase shifts.
In the surf zone environment where the time-varying
channel impulse response has significant multipath-induced
delay spread, phase coherent signal demodulation relies implicitly or explicitly on accurate estimation of this impulse
response. It will be shown later in this paper that the characteristics of the surface wave focusing and the resulting transient caustics described in the previous paragraph pose challenges to the reliable estimation of the channel impulse
response and therefore the reliable operation of such signal
demodulation algorithms.
To illustrate the importance of acoustic wave front focusing by surface gravity waves, consider Fig. 1. This figure
shows the mean and maximum magnitude squared (intensity)
of the channel impulse response measured 40 m from a
source in the surf zone as a function of relative delay. These
sample statistics were calculated using observations over a 9
s time period as a surface wave passed overhead. The details
of the processing to generate these statistics are contained in
Sec. IV and the Appendix. The direct and bottom arrivals are
relatively stable and show little difference between their
mean and maximum values. However, the surface reflected
arrivals are highly dynamic. While their mean values are
significantly below those of the direct and bottom arrivals,
their peak values exceed those of the direct and bottom arrivals by as much as 7 dB. At first glance, these increased
magnitudes are surprising since surface scattering and geometrical spreading would lead one to expect the kind of magnitude decay observed in the mean values. However, the
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FIG. 1. Maximum and mean intensity of estimated time-varying channel

impulse response. The first and second signficant arrivals, both occurring
before 0.5 ms in delay, are the direct and bottom bounce arrivals, respectively. The next four significant arivals occurring in the interval from ap-

proximately 0.9 to 2.5 ms in delay represent the surface bounce, surface-

bottom bounce, bottom-surface bounce, and bottom-surface-bottom bounce
paths, respectively. The arrivals occurring after 2.5 ms in delay all represent
paths with more than one surface bounce,

analysis in this paper will show that acoustic focusing by
surface gravity waves can lead to surface scattered arrivals
that are significantly greater in amplitude than direct and

bottom scattered paths. As noted earlier, these high amplitude arrivals are highly transient in nature and pose challenges
to acoustic
communications
systems
in the surf
zone.
results from
theoretical
analysis,
This
paper combines
analyis pdaper cobnesratedsultsig fm tortical
panalsis,
modelandanalysis
data of n ertedsimengtan
dacu description
model, and the analysis of experimental data. A def
r itio
of the propagation experiment labeled Wavefronts
I.
from
which data was obtained can be found in Sec. 11. Section III
begins with a description of the channel impulse response
both as measured during the Wavefronts II experiment and4
using the Wavefronts acoustic propagation model.
modeled
It then goes
on to describe the anatomy of an acoustic fonseIng event aoeond
condesrwiethea analoysi of te ipacusti fo ing event and concludes with an analysis of the impact of the
acoustic focusing on the estimation of the channel impulse
response and the performance of phase coherent acoustic
communications systems. Section IV presents statistical
characterizations of the channel impulse response and performance of the least-squares algorithm used to estimate it. Section V summarizes the contributions of the paper. The Appendix details the processing methods used to estimate the
channel impulse response and scattering functions observed
during the experiment.
The impulse response intensities, scattering function intensities, received signal levels, and signal estimation residual error (SER) levels presented in the paper are all represented in dB. Unless otherwise noted, the reference for
these is the estimated intensity of the direct arrival of the
2068 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004

WAVEFRONTS IIEXPERIMENT

The Wavefronts II transmission experiment took place in
the surf zone in approximately 6 m deep water, 30 m north of
Scripps Pier in December 2001. Top and side views of the
experiment geometry are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Broadband
signals with center frequencies ranging from 12 to 26 kHz
were generated with an ITC 1007 source jetted 2.0 m above
the seafloor. The signals were transmitted 38 m inshore to an
array of 3, ITC 6050 C hydrophones vertically spaced at 0.5
m intervals, with the bottom hydrophone 1.51 m above the
seafloor. A reference hydrophone was deployed at the same
depth as and 0.71 m shoreward of the source and was used to
monitor
source to
signal
level. reflected
The experiment
to be
etry was the
designed
allowandsurface
arrivals geomsoure
oth srpathwithete avala
esipnedfo
tim
bandwidth and this was achieved.

An array of 8 pressure sensors was deployed just above
the seafloor along the acoustic propagation path to allow
shoaling
surface gravity waves to be monitored
mnoediut- simultashaigurceratywvsob
neously with the acoustic transmissions. The sensors of the
pressure array were sampled at a rate of 5 Hz. The water
depth and pressure sensor locations were surveyed by divers
during the experiment, and are identified in Fig. 3. The solid
line shows a least-squared fit to the surveyed depths. The
linear regression analysis shows that the seafloor had an almost constant slope of 2.0' along the propagation path. The

sea surface corresponds to an actual surface gravity wave
profile measured during the time of the transmissions, and
illustrates the fact that generally only one wave crest was
found between the source and the receive array. This is an
important point that we will return to later.
o
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FIG. 3. Wavefronts 11experiment side view.
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FIG. 4. Surface wave height, SER, and intensity of estimated time-varying channel impulse response. The horizontal lines at the bottom represent the
overlapping direct arrival and first bottom bounce. The time-varying arrivals, in order from bottom to top, are the first surface bounce, the surface-bottom
bounce, the bottom-surface bounce, and the bottom-surface-bottom bounce. The top white line shows the measured surface wave height near the specular
reflection point of the first surface scattered path. The trough to peak excursion on this plot is 1.21 m. The yellow line below the surface wave height is a plot
of the magnitude of signal estimation residual error (SER) realized by the algorithm used to estimate the channel impulse response. This plot is in dO and the
minimum to maximum error excursion is 10.74 dB.

The sound speed during the experiment was measured to

III. A SURFACE WAVE FOCUSING EVENT AND

be 1503 m/s. The sound speed, absorption, and density of the

ITS IMPACT ON ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATIONS

seafloor can be estimated using Buckingham's geoacoustic
theory for sediments provided the mean grain size of the
sand is known.5 The mean diameter of grains in a sample of
sand collected from La Jolla Shores beach was analyzed photographically and estimated to be 573 microns. The geoacoustic parameters corresponding to this diameter and taken
to be representative of the seafloor are a density of 2048
kg/m 3, a sound speed of 1757 m/s (corresponding to a critical
angle in the seafloor of 31.20) and an absorption of 0.85 dB
per wavelength.
The transmit and receive signals were sampled at a rate
of 96 kHz. Transmit signals were generated with center frequencies of 12, 18, and 26 kHz, and were prefiltered to provide an approximately flat system frequency response over a
bandwidth of the inverse of the pulse or symbol duration
around the center frequency of the signal. Signals were transmitted continuously for approximately 60 s with a several
second pause between each transmission period. Thirty such
60 s transmissions were made with each signal. Three signal
formats were transmitted. The first was a binary phase shift
keyed (BPSK) signal modulated by continuous repetitions of
a 4095 point maximum length shift register sequence
(m-seq). 6 The symbol rates for the 12, 18, and 26 kHz signals
were 16 000, 24 000, and 48 000 symbols per second, respectively. The second transmitted signal consisted of a single
cycle of a pulse at the 12, 18, or 26 kHz center frequency
with a repetition rate of 16 pulses per second. The final transmitted signal consisted of interleaved single cycle pulses and
a BPSK signal modulated with 13 symbol Barker code. The
data analyzed and presented in this paper is the 18 kHz
m-seq data.

The intensity of the channel impulse response estimated
from data collected during the Wavefronts 11experiment, the
surface wave height at the time of data collection, and the
signal estimation residual error (SER) realized by the algorithm (see Appendix) used to estimate the channel impulse
response are shown in Fig. 4. While the delay spread of the
impulse response is on the order of 7 ins, this figure shows
the arrivals for only the first 3.5 ms of the arrival structure.
This includes the direct and first bottom bounce arrivals as
well as all of the arrivals with a single surface bounce. A low
SER indicates that the algorithm is providing a good estimate
of the channel impulse response.
The variations in arrival time and intensity of the surface
scattered paths are clearly associated with the passage of
surface gravity waves over the experiment transmission path.
Transient caustics are formed by the wave front focusing
property of shoaling surf. As open ocean swell approaches
the coastline and begins to interact with the sea floor, it refracts so that wave fronts become parallel to the isobaths and
it grows in amplitude. As it shoals, each wave crest forms an
acoustic mirror with its own characteristic shape and focusing properties. The surf therefore forms a series of timevarying mirrors that create moving focal regions of scattered
sound.
Several important features can be observed in the data.
The first is that the passage of a peak and trough results in an
asymmetric pattern of arrival time fluctuations and, most significantly, signal estimation errors. The passage of a trough
results in a single arrival that first decreases and then increases in delay so the range rate of the arrival is approxi-
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FIG. 5. Intensity of modeled time-varying channel impulse response.

mately zero. The term "range rate" is used herein to mean
the apparent rate at which the location of an arrival is increasing or decreasing in delay. In contrast, the passage of a
peak often results in two arrivals, one increasing and the
other decreasing in delay, crossing with high range rates. The
high range rates result in a large signal estimation error. This
is most noticeable with the large wave crest that passed over
the specular point at a time of 20 s in the plot. This pattern
will be discussed in detail in Sees. Ill B and III C.
The second feature is that the intensity of the received
signal at the caustics is larger than the direct arrivals, despite
the fact that they have travelled along a longer path and been
scattered by small-scale surface roughness. The caustics can
appear at a delay that is significant (from a communications
context) with respect to the direct arrival. In addition, the
caustics can appear and disappear in the span of a few hundred milliseconds.
drnd
milliseconds.
Aimpulse
In Sec. III A which follows, the agreement of the esti-

of ray theory which is valid at relatively low frequencies and
allows evaluation of the acoustic field on both the illuminated and shadow sides of caustics and at cusps where two
caustics meet to form a focus. The method is much faster
than other standard methods, is able to handle rapid range
dependence, and the phase, amplitude, and travel time of
broadband acoustic pulses are obtainable directly from a
simple graph of ray travel time as a function of depth at a
given range. The model can handle the following features of
the environment or acoustic field: real but smooth surface
waves from experimental data, range dependent smooth
bathymetric variations, and cusps and caustics. The model
can propagate real waveforms enabling direct comparison of
modeled received waveforms and waveforms received during field experiments.
The Wavefronts model calculated the first 3.5 ms of the

A. The Wavefronts acoustic propagation model and
comparison with experimental data

response arrival structure shown in Fig. 5. The surface wave
field used as an input to the model for this 60 s
tis 60es
the
fe wav fie se as an input to
period was the same as that measured during the time when
the acoustic signals used in generating Fig. 4 were gathered.
The model shows good qualitative agreement with the impulse response estimates generated from the experimental
data. The model results show the high intensity of the surface
scattered arrivals as each wave peak passes and a lack of
high intensity arrivals during the passage of wave troughs.
Of equal importance are the differences between the experimental data and model results. There is fine scale structure apparent in the data that is not seen in the model results.
It is believed that this structure is due to the presence of
small scale surface roughness that could not be detected by
the bottom-mounted pressure sensors used during the experi-

A new method of modeling underwater sound propagation, called Wavefront Modeling, has been developed by
Tindle. 4 The method is based on a Hankel transformgeneralized Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) solution of
the wave equation. The resulting integral leads to a new form

ment. This surface roughness is therefore not reflected in the
model results. There are also limitations inherent in the least
squares algorithm used to estimate the channel impulse response from the experimental data (see Appendix). The primary limitation is the 25 ms averaging time used by the

mated impulse response and the impulse response predicted
with the Wavefronts acoustic propagation model is illustrated
and limitations are discussed. In Sec. III B, the model results
are used to illustrate the formation of a transient caustic and
its relevant features during the passage of a single wave peak
observed during the Wavefronts 11 experiment This section
is concluded with Sec. III C which uses acoustic data from
the same wave peak event to further illustrate the relevant
features of the transient caustic and their impact on the performance of a least squares channel estimation algorithm.
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FIG. 6. Intensity of modeled time-varying channel impulse response during focusing event The times labeled A, B, and C correspond to the three times for
which the angle/depth diagrams are shown in Fig. 9. The arrival labels (P, FA, FAI, and FA2) correspond to the similarly labeled arrivals in Figs. 7, 9, and
10. Time A corresponds to the shadow zone of the focused arrival FA. Time B is just after the formation of the caustic. At time C, the saddle points for the
focused arrival have diverged and the arrival has split into two arrivals labeled FA! and FA2.

algorithm which can both smear estimates of arrivals in time
and highly attenuate arrivals appearing at Doppler shifts of
greater than about 20 Hz.
The same model and experiment results focusing on the

offset of the plots in the delay variable, the model results are
seen to capture the essential features of the caustic seen in
the experimental data. Notwithstanding the fine scale structure present in the data and absent from the model results,

first surface bounce arrival in the vicinity of the time of 20 s

the model does provides a sufficiently detailed reproduction

are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Noting the slight

of the data to warrant its use as an analysis tool.
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FIG. 7. Intensity of estimated time-varying channel impulse response during focusing event. The vertical white lines, labeled a-g mark significant points of
time in the evolution of the surface scattered arrival. The arrival labels (P, FA, FAI, and FA2) correspond to the similarly labeled arrivals in Figs. 6, 9, and
10. The single ray arrival is the retreating primary arrival is labeled P. At time b, the advancing folded wave front arrival, labeled FA has appeared. The arrival
has not yet formed a caustic. At time c the caustic is forming as the folded anrival gains in intensity. At time d the caustic has passed, the saddle points arc
diverging, and the folded wave front arrival has split into two arrivals labeled FAI and FA2. The later of the two arrivals (FA2) is scattering off of the peak
of the wave crest and is therefore stationary in delay and exhibits no Doppler shift. The evolution of the wave front focusing continues through times e-g. FAI
becomes the primary arrival and is advancing. FA2 and P eventually merge to form a caustic at time g near the end of the focusing event
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specular region. As will be shown in Sec. III C, this structure
in the wave field results in a significant Doppler spread of the
scattering function during the focusing event. In the
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FIG. 8. Qualitative description of acoustic focusing by surface waves. The
source to surface wave distance (L,) and the surface wave to focal point
distance (L,,) distance are related by the wave focal length (Lf).

B. The anatomy of a caustic
This section begins with a qualitative description of
sound focusing by shoaling gravity waves and then illustrates the underlying physical structure with model calculations for the wave that caused the intensification of the first
surface bounce arrival about 20 s into Fig. 4. A schematic
depiction of wave field focusing is shown in Fig. 8. The
shoaling surface gravity wave has an instantaneous height
V(t,r) as a funiction of time, t and range r, and the lcal
radius of curvature of the wave crest at the specular reflection point is R,. The mean water depth is hm and the total
Sound emitted by the
water depth is hw(, r)=h.+ Vr).
source, L, meters from the wave crest is shown focused Lr'
meters from the wave crest, due to scattering by the (assumed locally spherical) surface. The relationship between
a sdetermined by the wave focal length, L.
ng
ts
de
L,
foLusi
iosal
deermined b the wv
TheA
shape
of the
air-water
interface inat onthe
pends
the detailed
reflection,
which
includes
asymmetry
time ofonpulse
shore direction (nonlinear effects result in the leading edge
of the crest being steeper than the trailing edge) and scatterof teeer
he res beng
hanthetralin ede) nd catering from features smaller than an acoustic wavelength. Based
taken IIepei
from the
on
measurements
of shoaling
pressure
array deployed
duringwave
the crests
Wavefronts
1expen
ment, it is assumed that to first order the shape of wave crest
can be approximated as a cylindrical shell. As explained in
Ref. 7, the normal-incidence focal length of a spherical section depends on the section radius of curvature and the relationship Lf= RI2 is assumed for the focal length of the
wavThe Wavefronts model calculation of the impulse response intensity during the passage of the wave crest over
the acoustic transmission path is shown in Fig. 6. The intensity versus delay and time clearly shows the "butterfly" pat-

bear the labels, P, FA, FAI, and FA2. The label P indicates a
primary surface scattered arrival not subject to strong surface
wave focusing while the label FA (with or without a number)
indicates a surface scattered arrival arising from a folded
wave front which results in surface wave focusing.
The detailed arrival structure of the focused wave field
has been analyzed at the three times, A, B, and C annotated
in Fig. 6. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The three plots on
the left show the depth versus launch angle of small segments of acoustic wave fronts at the receiver range, propa-

gated through the water column and interacting with both the

surface and bottom. The segment of wave front between
launch angle 10 to -7' corresponds to the direct-path arrival,
and the segment between -7' and -28' corresponds to the
surface-interacting wave fronts. The plots on the right show
ray paths which pass through the receiver after reflection off
the surface. The launch angle of these rays corresponds to
the points in the left hand plots at which the depth versus
launch angle curve intersects a line at the receiver depth.
Those points on the surface-interacting segment of the
curves
have been annotated with tandcrange(egandtthedlreal
a small circle. Points of
intersectasnaofuncteonsofmtimeof
intersection on other segments of the curve (e.g., the directpath segment, etc.) also correspond to arrivals at the receiver,
but do not correspond to the portion of the channel impulse
response considered here.
At time A in Fig. 9, there is only a single intersection
point, corresponding to a single ray path connecting the
source and the receiver. Accordingly, there is only a single
arrival at the receiver at time A in Fig. 6. The region at time
between 1.4 and 1.5 ms delay is a shadow zone for the
el a times
ms zone
t
A
bet wave
ee 14
nfront an
1.5emsd
folded
that
appears between
A andfoB. At
time B, there are three points of intersection, two of which
occur spaced closely together around -20'. The two near-by
saddle points formn the caustic that first appears between A
add
le
fm
point ea
ic
t
ist Ap
twee
a
remains
distinct.
At
time
C,
all
and
B,
while
the
third
point
three points are distinct, If the geometry is such that the
receiver lies right on the focal point, then all three saddle
points merge. This pattern of arrivals is the underlying structure resulting in the advancing and retreating arrivals observed in the data in Figs. 4 and 7.
The following subsection will illustrate the impact of
both the rapid intensification and the crossing of advancing
and retreating arrivals during wave fcusing on the estimation of the time-varying channel impulse response.

tern characteristic of the passage of a folded wave front past

The transient caustic examined in the prior subsection

the receiver. The two intense spots on the wings are caustics,
which occur on the boundary between insonified and acoustic shadow regions. Note that the passage of the wave crest

has several characteristics of importance to the performance
of acoustic communications algorithms. These include the
sudden appearance of the folded wave front, the advancing

does not result in a single arrival increasing and then decreasing in delay. Instead, the surface wave curvature and

and retreating wave fronts in the surface scattered arrival
after the appearance of the folded wave front, and rapid

wave front folding results in two distinct arrivals, one increasing in delay and the other decreasing in delay, which

changes in the amplitude of the arrival. There may also be a
rapid phase shift associated with the caustics but the current

merge and the separate as the wave crest passes through the

data does not provide sufficient information to verify this
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hypothesis. The model results shown in Fig. 6 were generated using an actual surface wave profile from the Wavefronts I1 experiment. The experimental data corresponding to
this wave profile are shown in Fig. 7.
There is a close agreement between the model and experimental results. Comparing the two figures, it is clear that
the wave front has been folded back on itself resulting in the
formation of caustics and multiple arrivals in the focal region. As was noted previously, there is also some fine structure in the experimental data that is not present in the model
results. This is likely due to the limitations of the measurements of the surface wave field used as input data to the
Wavefronts model. In addition, as mentioned earlier the finite
window averaging used by the least squares channel identification algorithm may result in there being rapidly fluctuating features in the channel impulse response not represented
in Fig. 7.
The vertical white lines, labeled a-g in Fig. 7 mark significant points of time in the evolution of the surface scattered arrival. The estimated channel scattering function for
the surface scattered arrival at each of these points in time is
shown in the subfigures of Fig. 10. The scattering function
shows the distribution of energy in frequency of the fluctuations of each tap of the channel impulse response (i.e., the
horizontal axis) as a function of delay (i.e., the vertical axis).
The relative delay axis in the scattering function figures
matches the relative delay axis in the impulse response estimate. Energy present at higher frequencies represents arrival
energy at a particular delay that is fluctuating more rapidly
than energy present at lower frequencies. A description of the
scattering function representation of time-varying channels is
given in Ref. 8. The distribution of energy in Doppler frequency as a function of relative delay at any of the 8 labeled
times in Fig. 7 can be observed by looking at the same relaJ. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1. October 2004

tive delay of the corresponding subfigure in Fig. 10.
The movement of energy in the Delay/Doppler plane as
the wave crest passes can be explained in terms of the arrivals in Fig. 7 and the model results in Fig. 9. Time a in Fig. 7
corresponds to the shadow zone for the folded wave front.
The single ray arrival is the retreating primary arrival (labeled P in Figs. 6-10) and therefore has a negative Doppler
shift. This corresponds to time A in Figs. 6 and 9. At time b
in Fig. 7, the advancing folded wave front arrival, labeled FA
has appeared with a corresponding positive Doppler shift.
The arrival has not yet formed a caustic. This feature is not
represented in the model results. In the model results,
the caustic occurs at the first appearance of the folded
wave front arrival. The difference is most likely due to the
small scale roughness of the actual sea surface. At time c in
Fig. 7, the caustic is forming as the folded arrival gains in
intensity. Accounting for both the primary and folded wave
front arrivals, the Doppler spread of this surface scattered
arrival is approximately 30 Hz. This time corresponds to
time B in Figs. 6 and 9.
Time d in Figs. 7 and 10 corresponds to time C in Figs.
6 and 9. At this time, the caustic has passed, the saddle points
shown in Fig. 9 are diverging, and the folded wave front
arrival has split into two arrivals labeled FAI and FA2. The
later of the two arrivals (FA2) is scattering off of the peak of
the wave crest and is therefore stationary in delay and exhibits no Doppler shift. The earlier of the two arrivals (FAI) is
scattering off of the trailing edge of the wave crest and continues to be advancing in delay and exhibit a positive Doppier shift. The evolution of the wave front focusing continues
through times e-g. The arrival FA I becomes the primary
arrival and is advancing. The arrivals FA2 and P eventually
merge to form a caustic at time g near the end of the focusing
event.
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FIG. 10. Estimated channel scattering functions during focusing event. The subfigure labels (a-g) correspond to the similarly labeled points in time in Fig.
7. The arrival labels (P, FA, FAl, and FA2) also correspond to the similarly labeled arrivals in Figs. 6, 7, and 9. The initial primary arrival P is scattering off
of the retreating edge of the wave crest and has a negative Doppler shift The initial folded arrival is scattering off of the advancing edge of the wave crest
and has a positive Doppler shift. When the folded arrival splits into two arrivals, the arrival FA2 is scattering off of the peak of the wave crest and has no
Doppler shift. FA2 and the initial P arrivals merge to form the final focused arrival scattering off of the retreating edge of the wave crest (FA in subfigure g)
with a negative Doppler shift. FAl becomes the final primary arrival (P in subfigure g) which is scattering off of the advancing edge of the wave crest and
has a positive Doppler shift. The scattering function estimates were generated with a matched filtering algorithm described in the Appendix and have a
frequency resolution of approximately 6.4 Hz.

The simple model of a flat sea surface moving up and
down in elevation as used in Ref. 9, and references therein is
not sufficient to explain the rate of path length fluctuation for
the first surface scattered arrival observed in Fig. 7 and the
resulting Doppler spreads observed in Fig. 10. Using the
maximum value for dq/dt observed during the passage of
the wave, the maximum rate of path length change for this
arrival is predicted by the simple model to be 0.23 m/s. The
maximum rate of path length fluctuation calculated from the
2074
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data shown in Fig. 7 is approximately 0.75 m/s (arrival FA at
time c in Fig. 7). This difference by over a factor of 3 is due
to the effect of the scattering of the focused arrivals off of the
advancing and retreating surface wave fronts that propagate
at the wave speed (the surface wave speeds observed during
the experiment were approximately the 7.5 m/s) and the
movement of the scattering point for each arrival along the
surface of the wave crest. In addition to the increase in Doppier shift magnitude, focusing from wave crests results in
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micropath arrivals which exhibit Doppler shifts of opposing
signs corresponding to reflections from surface regions on
either side of the wave crest maximum. This aspect of the
phenomenon would be impossible to reproduce by replacing
the wave crest with a moving horizontal surface and presents
a problem for commonly implemented phase coherent equalizers.
The impact of the focusing event on the performance of
a channel estimation algorithm is illustrated by Figs. 1 I and
12. The estimated impulse response in an expanded region in
both time and delay around the focusing event is shown in
Fig. 11. The focusing event at the time labeled bb is the
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surface arrival focus shown in Fig. 7. The arrival whose focusing event occurs at aa is the surface-bottom arrival while
the arrival whose focusing event occurs at cc is the bottomsurface arrival. The received baseband signal energy and the
SER of the channel estimation algorithm are shown in Fig.
12. Note that before the passage of the wave crest, the mean
error falls between 8 and 10 dB below the signal energy. As
the wave crest passes, the error climbs to within approximately 3 dB of the received signal energy. This increase in
error is a direct result of the increase in the time variation of
the channel impulse response as described by the Doppler
spreads observed in Fig. 10. Note also the sharp spikes on
the signal estimation error with the passage of the center of
focusing event (labeled aa, bb, and cc in Figs. II and
12). At these times, the received signal estimation errors are
within 1-2 dB of the received signal levels. This indicates
the channel is highly dynamic at these times and there
may be features of the channel impulse response that are not
accurately captured in the channel estimates shown in Figs. 7
and 11. The resolution of these features will be addressed in
work.
number of the observed features of acoustic focusing
events will have detrimental impacts on many current phase
coherent demodulation algorithms for underwater acoustic
communications. Both channel estimate based algorithms
channel estimate based decision feedback equalizer
(CE-DFE), maximum likelihood sequence estimator] and direct adaptation equalizers (e.g., direct adaptation decision
feedback equalizer, DFE) must be able to either explicitly or

energy

implicitly track the dominant energy in the time-varying

during the focusing event The dots represent received signal energy and the
line represents the SER of the least squares channel estination algorithm.
Both quantities are averaged over I ms intervals. The sharp peaks in SER

channel impulse response. While in other environments the
rapidly varying arrivals may have suffered enough scattering
losses to be insignificant, the results here show that the con-

labeled a. bb, and cc correspond in time with the times at the center of the
focusing events for the surface-bottom re,
and bonom-surface arrivals,

trary is true in the presence of focusing by surface waves.

respectively, as shown in Fig. II.

The focused arrivals have high intensities, often exceeding

FIG. 12. Signal estimation residual error (SER) and received signal
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he intensity of the direct arrival, and at the same time are
rapidly varying. Therefore, communications algorithms in
the surf zone must be able to track these arrivals.
A number of innovations have been made to enable algorithms to track channel fluctuations or reduce algorithm
complexity. However, these innovations are based upon a
number of simplifying assumptions and they work well as
long as the assumptions are satisfied. The features of acoustic
focusing events observed here violate most of the important
assumptions. For example, the Phase Locked Loop/Signal
path
length
to addressing
approach
Resampling
0
that has been highly successful in other enfluctuations°'
vironments is based upon the assumption that a single timevarying Doppler shift/range rate adequately describes the
time variation of the channel impulse response. This assumption is clearly violated by both the surface scattered arrival
which is significantly Doppler spread and the entire impulse
response that consists of fairly stable direct and bottom arrivals in addition to all of the time-varying surface interacting arrivals. In fact, a DFE based upon this approach has not
been successful in demodulating the data collected during
the focusing event analyzed here.
Another approach to tracking the time-varying channel
impulse response is to estimate the channel scattering function periodically during the reception of communications signals and then to track the impulse response for only those
points in the Delay/Doppler plane that have significant
energy.12 .13 This technique relies on the assumption that the
distribution of energy in the Delay/Doppler plane is stable
for periods long enough to allow for initialization and operation of a channel tracking algorithm and the transmission of
a packet of data. The evolution of the scattering functions
shown in Fig. 10 clearly violates this assumption and would
result in a failure of this algorithm.
Finally, channel sparsing algorithms are used to reduce
the number of taps of the channel impulse response that are
tracked. This sparsing increases the rate of channel fluctuations that can be tracked as well as reduces the computationally complexity of the algorithms.14"15 Most sparsing techniques assume that the distribution of energy in the delay
variable of the impulse response is relatively stable, i.e., the
location of the "significant" taps in the channel impulse reponse is slowly varying. The data shown in Figs. 4, 7, and 11
shows clearly that this assumption is violated for the environmental conditions under which this data was collected.
Again, this would result in the failure of these algorithms.
Some techniques14 do not make this assumption and use
other techniques to facilitate tracking of rapid channel fluctuations. However, even these techniques have not been successful in demodulating the data analyzed here.
The results here show that the phase coherent underwater acoustic communications techniques that rely on accurate
channel estimation would not be capable of reliable operation in the surf zone environment in the conditions analyzed.
This illustrates the need for future work on either improving
the ability of channel estimation algorithms to track the fluctuations associated with focusing by surface waves or developing demodulation algorithms that are robust with respect
to errors in channel estimates.
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IV. STATiSTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SURFACE
WAVE FOCUSING
The m-seq transmissions made during the Wavefronts II
experiment occurred in three 10 min intervals spread over 2
h. This section presents some sample statistics gathered over
these three 10 min periods. These statistics are calculated
from the estimated channel impulse response at 5 ms intervals, the signal estimation residual error (SER) of the least
squares channel estimation algorithm (see Appendix), and
the surface wavefield as measured by the array of pressure
sensors (see Sec. II).
The measures of SER and surface scattered arrival intensity were examined. These two measures are important
for communications applications. Arrival intensity is important because high intensity arrivals present both an opportunity and challenge. Arrivals with high intensity result in a
higher signal to noise ratio in the received signal which improves the potential for improved estimation of the transmitted data by the receiver. However, in order to realize this
improved data estimation performance, phase-coherent demodulation algorithms must be able to accurately track the
phase and amplitude of the arrival. SER is a measure of the
ability to do this. When the arrival can be accurately tracked
(low SER), the data demodulation algorithm will be able to
exploit the higher received signal energy to improve the estimation of the received data. Otherwise (high SER), the received energy represents unmodeled signal and will appear
to the receiver to be contaminating noise.
Some of the statistics below were calculated for the entire data set and some were calculated for only that portion of
the data that was collected within 100 ms of the passage of a
surface wave. This is referred to as a "'wave focusing event."
The determination of the time of each wave focusing event
was made by time-aligning the surface wave height as measured for each passing wave near the specular point for the
surface scattered path with the time series of estimates of the
channel impulse response. The fluctuations in the channel
impulse response corresponding to the passage of the wave
were identified and the center of the focusing event determined. Statistics regarding the behavior of the channel impulse response and the channel estimator were gathered from
data within 100 ms of this center.
Each focusing event was also classified regarding
whether or not it resulted in the formation of a caustic. This
was done by examining the estimated channel impulse response for the first three surface reflected paths (surface,
surface-bottom, bottom-surface) over the duration of the focusing event. If any of these arrivals showed a butterfly like
pattern characteristic of a caustic, then the focusing event
was classified as having resulted in the formation of a caustic. Otherwise, it was classified as not having resulted in the
formation of a caustic.
The sample pdfs of the log intensity [10*logi0 (intensity)] of the estimated direct and first surface bounce path
arrivals are shown in Fig. 13. In contrast to the results shown
in Fig. 1 which show the maximum and mean intensity for
each delay tap in the estimated time-varying impulse response, Fig. 13 shows the intensity statistics for estimated
arrivals which, for the case of the surface bounce path ar-
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surface bounce path arrivals, The dashed line is the pdf for the direct arrival,
the solid line is the pdf for the first surface bounce path arrival. The dasheddotted line is also the pdf for the first surface bounce path arrival but using
data only from within the interval extending from 100 ms before to 100 ms
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FIG. 14. Sample pdf of 10*logl0 of the ratio of the intensities of the direct
path to surface bounce path arrivals. The x-axis scale indicates the amount
by which the intensity of the first surface bounce path arrival exceeded that
of the direct path arrival. The solid line shows the pdf calculated using the
entire 30 min data set. The dashed-dotted line shows the pdf calculated
using data only from within the interval extending from 100 ms before to
100 ins after the time of each wave focusing event.

rival, move in tap position (delay) as the surface elevation
fluctuates. The pdf for the surface bounce path arrival is
calculated
both over
the entire
dataof collection
and
over the intervals
within
100 ms
each waveperiod
focusing
overnt.The inteavalues
fori
100 peas inte
of the estievent. The mean values for the peak intensity oThese
mated direct arrival, the surface path arrival, and the surface
path arrival within 100 ms of each wave focusing event, are
-30.63 dB, -32.62 dB, and -29.50 dB, respectively.
The pdf for 10*logl0 of the ratio of the peak intensity of
the estimated surface bounce path to the estimated peak intensity of the direct path for each estimated channel impulse
response is shown in Fig. 14. The pdfs were calculated both
over the entire data set and over only the data taken within
100 ms of each wave focusing event. For the full data set, the
intensity of the estimated surface bounce path exceeds that of
the direct path 17.7% of the time. For the data falling within
100 ms of each wave focusing event, the intensity of the
estimated surface bounce path exceeds that of the direct path
45.7% of the time.
The impact of surface wave focusing on the intensity of
the surface scattered arrival are clearly illustrated by Figs. 13
and 14. Separate intensity statistics were also calculated for
focusing events that showed the formation of a caustic and
those that did not. The intensity pdfs for these two classes of
focusing events were virtually identical. This indicates that,
to the extent that the channel fluctuations are accurately
tracked by the channel estimation algorithm, the intensity
statistics during the passage of a wave do not depend on
whether or not a caustic is formed.
The mean of the SER conditioned upon the delay of the
first surface bounce path arrival is shown in Fig. 15. The data
clearly shows that the mean SER increases as the delay in-

Scatter plots of the mean SER taken over intervals cxtending
100inms
to 100
afterfocusing
each focusing
event arefrom
shown
Fig.before
16. There
weremssome
events
in the data for which the data are not included in Fig. 16.
data were from events involving waves for which multiple wave peaks overlapped or other features made it difficult to calculate either a wave height or focal length for the
portion of the wave that resulted in the focusing. The data for
the events that formed caustics shows a clear trend of increasing SER with both a decreasing focal length and inrng wave height. The data for events that did not form
caustics shows only a weak dependence of SER on focal
length but a clear trend of increasing SER with increasing
wave height. This is in contrast to the lack of a dependence
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FIG. 15. Sample mean SER conditioned on the delay of the peak of the first

the focusing event, this shows that the SER is generally
maximized at or near the focusing events. This conditional
mean was calculated from using the entire data set.

surface bounce path arrival. The solid line (scale on left vertical axis) is the
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mean SER and the dashed line (scale on right vertical axis) represents the
number of occurrences in logarithmic units of the peak of the first surface
bounce path arrival being located at the indicated delay.
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to the data in each plot. The mean for each wave was taken over an interval
extending from 100 ms before to 100 mas after the time of each wave focusing event. For comparison, the mean SER over the entire 30 min data set is

-28.61 dB.
of arrival intensity statistics on whether or not a caustic is
formed as discussed earlier,
The total number of events recorded was 185. Of these,
123 events had surface wave focal lengths of greater than
100 m. Thirty five (28%) of these events showed the formation of a caustic while 88 (72%) did not. Sixty two events
had surface wave focal lengths of less than 100 m. Thirty
four (55%) of these events showed the formation of a caustic
while 28 (45%) did not. These statistics show that the likelihood of the formation of a caustic increases for surface
waves with focal lengths approaching the propagation path
length of approximately 40 m. Of the 34 events with focal
lengths less than 100 m and that showed the formation of a
caustic, 13 (38%) resulted in a SER of greater than -25.76
dB. Of the 28 events with focal lengths less than 100 m and
that did not show the formation of a caustic, only 4 (14%)
resulted in a SER of greater than -25.76 dB. Thus, the increased likelihood of the formation of a caustic by short focal length waves also results in a generally increased SER
indicating poor tracking of the channel impulse response and
an inability to exploit the increased surface arrival energy.
The data shows that the SER statistics depend on
whether or not a caustic is formed but the arrival intensity
statistics do not. This difference may be the result of several
factors. First, the result may accurately represent the propagation physics. Second, the small scale surface roughness
that is not measured by the pressure sensor array (see Sec. R)
may be an important element in controlling the intensity
fluctuations of the surface scattered arrival. That is, there
may be surface waves that have scales large enough to focus
sound with an 8.3 cm wavelength but which are too small to
be accurately measured by bottom mounted pressure sensors
in approximately 6 m of water. These waves may also have
surface normal velocities that are too small to result in significant Doppler shifts in the surface scattered arrivals. If this
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these arrivals at times exceed that of the direct arrival by

almost 10 dB. During the peak of the passage of a surface
wave, the simultaneous presence of advancing and retreating
wave-fronts in the surface scattered arrival results in a Doppier spread of the arrival by up to 30 Hz. The high intensity
and rapid fluctuation of the surface scattered arrival during a
focusing event significantly degrades the performance of a
least squares algorithm for estimating the channel impulse
response. This will significantly degrade the performance of
phase coherent acoustic communications systems that must
either implicitly or explicitly estimate the channel impulse
response.
The evaluation of surface wave and acoustic data from a
single focusing event shows close agreement between model
and experimental results. The model data clearly shows the
important features in the focusing event including the formation of caustics. The experimental data clearly shows a peak
in signal estimation residual error (SER) at a particular phase
of the focusing event. However, the currently available data
is not sufficient to resolve the precise features of the channel
impulse response that results in an error spike at these times.
The evaluation of data from 185 passing surface waves over
30 min of data collection showed that for those 69 focusing
events that showed the formation of a caustic, the SER
showed a strong increase with the decreasing focal length of
the wave and with the increasing height of the wave. For
those events that did not show the formation of a caustic, the
SER showed little dependence on the focal length of the
wave but did show a increase with increasing wave height.
The overall conclusion that can be drawn is that surface
wave focusing causes an increase in the amplitude of the
surface scattered arrivals at a receiver and a degradation in
the ability of an estimation algorithm to track the fluctuations
in the channel impulse response. For events involving the
formation of a caustic at the receiver, the degradation can be
related to the wave parameters of focal length and wave
height. Additional work is needed to further resolve the characteristics of the fluctuations in the channel impulse response
in the vicinity of the caustic and the primary cause of the
degradation in algorithm performance. Two methods of resolving these issues would be to conduct tests with shoaling
surface waves propagating in a well controlled tank environment and to conduct tests using the transmission of short
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acoustic pulses with a level sufficient to yield reliable estimates of the channel impulse response without the need for
temporal averaging,
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APPENDIX: CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE AND
SCATTERING FUNCTION ESTIMATION
The acoustic signals received from each of the experiments were processed to yield estimates of the time-varying
impulse response of the acoustic channel. The received signals for the maximum length shift register sequence (m-seq)
transmissions (see Sec. 1I) were modulated to baseband, lowpass filtered, and then downsampled to a rate of two samples
per symbol. The resulting baseband signals were then used in
combination with the original data sequence as the inputs to
a least squares channel identification algorithm to generate
estimates of the baseband channel impulse response. The duration of the modulation pulse used in the transmitted signals
was approximately 0.04 ms. The impulse response estimates
derived from the data are actually estimates of the channel
impulse response convolved with this modulation pulse and
have resolution in delay of approximately 0.04 ms.
The particular form of the baseband channel impulse
response estimated by this method is the input delay-spread
function.8 The channel input/output relationship for the
is
yAn]
function
delay-spread
input
sampled
d~nm], where gin,m] denotes the base= N=g[nm9
band input delay-spread function as a function of output
sample index, n, and sample delay, m, N, is the number of
causal samples in the delay dimension of the input delayspread function (N,= 167 was used), the superscript * denotes complex conjugate, d[n] is the baseband transmitted
data sequence, and yvn] is the sampled baseband output of
the channel. Letting
gn]I=

[ g[n,0]
•

[[d
g[nN,

d[ n]

d[]=
'n-N,
dand

and v[n] denote the baseband observation noise, the baseband received signal y[n] is given by y[n] = g[n]hd[n]
+ [ n]. Here, the superscript h denotes Hermitian and boldface letters denote vectors.
The least squares algorithm used a sliding, rectangular
data window to accommodate time variation in the channel

impulse response. The delay spread of the estimated channel
impulse response was 7 ms (168 symbol periods) and the
rectangular averaging window was 25 ms (600 symbol peri-

ods) in length. The algorithm was run with averaging windows ranging from 10 to 45 ms and the best results in terms
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of minimizing the signal estimation residual error were
achieved using the 25 ms averaging window. At each symbol
period, the estimated impulse response vector is given by
2
j[n] = arg ming E,0Y_ [n - k]- ghd[n - k]l . This estimated
impulse response was saved every 5 ms (120 symbol periThe fractional spacing of the received baseband signal
ods).
at2smlsprybowsacmodedyrung2
a t a lgorithmsb(onenfor o
l
inde pend enchann
independent channel identification algorithms (one for odd
numbered samples and the other for even number samples)
and interleaving the resulting channel impulse response estimates.
The signal estimation residual error (SER) is given by
e[n]=y[n]-j[n- I ]hd[n] and is used as a measure of how
well the estimated channel impulse response approximates
the actual channel impulse response. That the energy in e[n]
is a reasonable measure of the agreement between the estimated and actual channel impulse response is justified in the
following paragraph.
The estimate of the impulse response at time n using
received signal data collected up to time (n - I) is denoted
by j[n - I ]. Then the residual prediction error can be expressed as
e[n]=y[n]-j[n- 1]hd[n]
=(g[n]-jJn- 1])hd[n]+vtn].
Assuming that the baseband observation noise and data sequence are zero-mean and uncorrelated, the baseband data
sequence has a variance of one and is a white sequence, the
variance of the baseband observation noise is o0, and that
the impulse response is uncorrelated with both the baseband
observation noise and data sequence, the variance of the residual prediction error is give by

EI[e[n]]=

[n=

1]112+o;.
I'I2g[n÷-j[jn-

Here the expectation is with respect to the observation noise
and baseband transmitted data sequence. Thus, with the assumption that the variance of the observation noise is constant, Cr2, the signal estimation residual error is a reasonable
measure of the 2-norm of the difference between the actual
and estimated channel impulse response.
The channel scattering function8 was estimated by
matched filtering frequency shifted versions of the received
baseband signal with a windowed 4095 point m-seq. The
window was used to reduce sidelobe levels at the expense of
mainlobe width. The window used was a Kaiser window
with a shape parameter of 3. This yielded a maximum sidelobe level of -23.8 dB relative to the peak mainlobe level
a two-sided mainlobe 3 dB width of 6.4 Hz.
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